Postural control in the lamprey: A study with a neuro-mechanical model.
The swimming lamprey normally maintains the dorsal-side-up orientation due to activity of the postural control system driven by vestibular organs. Commands for postural corrections are transmitted from the brain stem to the spinal cord mainly by the reticulospinal (RS) pathways. As shown in previous studies, RS neurons are activated by contralateral roll tilt, they exhibit a strong dynamic response, but much weaker static response. Here we test a hypothesis that decoding of these commands in the spinal cord is based on the subtraction of signals in the left and right RS pathways. In this study, we used a neuro-mechanical model. An intact lamprey was mounted on a platform that restrained its postural activity but allowed lateral locomotor undulations to occur. The activity in the left and right RS pathways was recorded by implanted electrodes. These natural biological signals were then used to control an electrical motor rotating the animal around its longitudinal axis toward the stronger signal. It was found that this "hybrid" system automatically stabilized a normal orientation of the lamprey in the gravitational field. The system compensated for large postural disturbances (lateral tilt up to +/-180 degrees ) due to wide angular zones of the gravitational sensitivity of RS neurons. In the nonswimming lamprey, activity of RS neurons and their vestibular responses were considerably reduced, and the system was not able to stabilize the normal orientation. However, the balance could be restored by imposing small oscillations on the lamprey, which elicited additional activation of the vestibular organs. This finding indicates that head oscillations caused by locomotor movements may contribute to postural stabilization. In addition to postural stabilization, the neuro-mechanical model reproduced a number of postural effects characteristic of the lamprey: 1) unilateral eye illumination elicited a lateral tilt ("dorsal light response") due to a shift of the equilibrium point in the vestibular-driven postural network; 2) removal of one labyrinth resulted in a loss of postural control due to an induced left-right asymmetry in the vestibulo-reticulospinal reflexes, which 3) could be compensated for by asymmetrical visual input. The main conclusion of the present study is that natural supraspinal commands for postural corrections in the roll plane can be effectively decoded on the basis of subtraction of the effects of signals delivered by the left and right RS pathways. Possible mechanisms for this transformation are discussed.